longing j e nn i f e r m a ck Turning both north and south simultaneously, the two-headed horse visualizes the struggle to belong.
built environment, both real and imagined, in such a condition. While some borders divide, others mediate between past, present, and future. While some borders separate nations (or even parts of nations) from one another, others partition individuals "at home" from those who would invade this territory.
Finally, some borders are constructed solely mentally, requiring only an acknowledgment from a communal "within." Also investigated is the re-fashioning of identity as fused and confused with the influences of modernization and globalization. While these forces cannibalize some communities, other groups seek to represent their local identities largely (but silently) in response. While some find that their collective identities have been interpreted and re-interpreted on their behalf, others buy into generic identity machines, insta-villages that produce "community" seemingly overnight. Sometimes, the erection of a non-home-an architectural slap-in-the-face-begins to suggest that these forces have brought us to a point of no return, a place(less) crossroads at which some large-scale decision making must begin.
The eternal underpinnings of belonging are also explored here. The metaphorical elephant that never forgets and the nautical origins of the word "nostalgia" teach us that longing for home is nothing new.
We have always sought to merge being and longing, the now and the past-future. Where we are is never quite where we were, and it doesn't compare to where (and who) we want to be. When buildings become symbolic renderings of home for non-existent or constantly-mutating communities, the momentary stillness allowed by them contrasts the transformations of everyday life. Whether we are moving or at rest, we want to go (and know) "home." Unlike many other languages, English has no word for a "homeplace," the physical, cultural, and social territory that is always yours, no matter how far from it you may be. While a "homeland" connotes nationhood and citizenship, and a home (without quotation marks) is most often an individual dwelling space, we do not have a heimat, a kampung, or a liembyggd. So, in this journal, written in English, the best we can do is to merge "home" and "homeland," to try to identify this ephemeral place that we all know but can rarely describe. Entrapped and enmeshed in this homeplace is be-longing, three words/states pulling, crashing, and melting simultaneously. Fortunately, however, while the horse is attracted to more than one magnetic pole, it also sees the road ahead from more than one angle. Though we don't yet know where we be-long, the translation of discrete experiences through our networked and interconnected synapses may provide us with a new kind of peripheral vision, helping us to find the way home. be longing
